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Ten Years! It Doesn’t Seem Possible!
In July 2009 the Kentones entered various classes in the Bournemouth Arts and Music Festival.
Chris and I took the opportunity to stay for a long weekend in Christchurch together with Colin and Sue
Couves and Brenda and Barrie Newman. At this time, the members of Cordon Bleu, after many successful
years of singouts and raising lots of money for the Club, were beginning to run out of steam. So what was to
be done? Would another daytime group be a possibility, and if so who would be willing to be their MD?
This was the subject under discussion as we sat in the George Pub on the Saturday evening after the
competition. Somehow all eyes were focused on Colin who initially shook his head. But the seeds were
planted, plus there might have been a bit of not-so-gentle persuasion -especially from the wives. The months
passed as Cordon Bleu finally called it a day. After a lot more persuasion, Colin eventually agreed to lead a
new daytime group, but with the strict proviso that those who signed up would be willing to attend regular
fortnightly practices, to learn new songs and, although maintaining the fun element, to take it seriously. So the
word went out, and those who were keen gathered to practise in the old Scout Hut in Goddington Lane. Thus
in March 2010 the ‘Mid Week Chorus,’ as it was originally called, came into being.
Three months later, on Saturday 19th June 2010, twenty members of the renamed Acafellas gathered in
St Botolph’s Church in the grounds of Lullingstone Castle for their very first singout. Since then their
repertoire has grown, as has the number of singout requests. Ten years on, the faces may have changed but the
enthusiasm and fun element never have, and to date they have raised £10385. So it’s thanks the Colin for
being the man out front ,and for all the members past and present still keeping the spirit of Barbershop alive.
Avril Sydee.

Acafellas first rehearsal in the Scout Hut Goddington Lane (2010)
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Left :- WILMIRA Retirement Group
Singout. Willmington 2017

Right :-Thomas Philpott Almshouses
Singout 2017

Left :- PSP Fund Raiser at Polhill
Garden Centre :- 2017

Right - Performing in the Tarn, Eltham.
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Singing For Small Groups
As Singout Secretary of a large chorus of some 50 members, the biggest problem is the small (but deserving) groups who would like
to hear barbershop, but whose base or venue is only appropriate for a group of 25,say. When you mention the size of the Chorus and
suggest that 30-40 members may come, it is clear that there will be no room at the inn! Selection of a smaller number of members
for the event has never worked, for many reasons, so regrettably the singout is turned down unless a quartet can go. Occasionally
the venue is big enough, but the fee for a chorus event is beyond the finances of small Clubs or residential homes.
So in 1997, and very keen on singouts, I asked our Bromley members’ if they would like to join a smaller group, about a dozen, to
go and sing at these venues, and to meet weekly in one another’ s homes to rehearse. We needed all four parts to be represented, but
John Rayfield (then singing tenor) and me singing baritone resolved that problem, and the basses and leads were evenly balanced,
so our little group of 12 decided to go ahead, with me as “Singing Director” from inside the group.
At our first meeting we settled on the name Cordon
Bleu, a memorable title, with the typical Barbershop
play on words – Chord in Blue, as David Tindall
had secured a discounted supply of fancy blue
waistcoats from a local department store. A
significant fact was the absence of strong,
experienced singers and this was where rehearsals
were vital – you can’t hide when there may be only
one other person singing the same part! But
gradually, as we got to know one another better, and
in the informal setting of members’ homes for
rehearsing, we built up a small repertoire of about
six chorus songs and some of the “polecats” and
added two fun songs, When I’m 64 (which most of us
Back Row—Frank Taylor, Frankie Bostock, John Weeks,
had passed!) and Ragtime Cowboy Joe. We
John Brooks.
developed choreography for these two songs, and
Middle
Row—
John
Vaughan, David Tindall,
they featured in all our programmes. Not great
John
Ray,
Wallace Nicol.
barbershop, but our audiences knew the songs and
Front
Row—
Geoff Beardall.
enjoyed the fun. There was quality too; A
Nightingale Sang in Berkeley Square, given up by
the chorus as too difficult, was mastered by Cordon Bleu and also became a regular.
One of our first performances was at a seniors’ club in Anerley – the photo shows us rehearsing “out back”. Very rapidly our
bookings mounted, thanks to David Tindall, our Singout Secretary, and in one memorable year, we did over 40 shows and in the
twelve years of our existence, we raised over £12000 for Club funds, regularly beating the Club’s own singout fees. We kept our
fees low – very few were over £100-, and felt we were good value at that price. No one from the Club monitored us for standards,
but our repeat audiences indicated we were at least OK
In 2010 enthusiasm waned, and we decided to give Cordon a break. Colin Couves
had been thinking for some time about a replacement small chorus and so started a
larger group, who called themselves Acafellas. They rehearsed every fortnight and
determined to have a different and perhaps more challenging repertoire than the
chorus, so rehearsals are much more organised than Cordon’s. The numbers are
twice those of Cordon, about 25, but their singouts are fewer due to that and their
larger fee.
By 2020, Acafellas had raised over £10,000 for Club funds (partly offset by
rehearsal hall hire charges), and were performing about a dozen concerts each year.
Colin is keen that we should not compete with the Kentones chorus, so the question
of which has the higher standard remains unresolved.
That really leaves only one other group for small singouts - quartets. Singing in a
small chorus sharpens all our singers, and over time increases confidence The
Cordon Bleu quartet, formed around 2000 with John Ray, John Rayfield , John
Vaughan and John Weeks (the four Johns) made a bid for glory in 2003, and gained
second place in the BABS Seniors Quartet competition (the Kentones’ well
established quartet Sounds Familiar taking the Gold medal first place and featuring
Jack Willoughby as lead). Johnny Ray’s untimely death ended his quartet, but a new
one sprang from Acafellas.— Sound Alliance, with Denis Delaroute, Alan Lucking,
Roy Simpson and Jack Willoughby and is meeting at least some of the small group
demands.
John Vaughan
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John, John, John and John
The original Cordon Bleu
Quartet
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Ye Olde Whyte Lyon
For many years the OWL has been a focal point as the main starting venue for collections going to the Club’s
new charity. This year Latch has been chosen. Lolly, the prime mover for this worthy enterprise, was pleased
to welcome us all and eager to see us in action outside St Paul’s Church Hall.
It was also the place where the Kentones’, new MD decided to make her first public appearance and see
another side of her charges. After the customary lubrication of the throats, we embarked on our familiar
rendition of songs from the repertoire, and the occasional Christmas Carol. They seemed to be well received,
and an enthusiastic group of Latch volunteers made their way round the pub with collection buckets. Given
that the pub was generally rather quiet, a respectable amount was raised. Together with the collection in the
Glades, the donations will help Latch in their endeavours to help some of the local displaced young people.
A staff reporter.

Photos –
Alan Chick
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Hello FromTrust
Chartwell
Rita
As longer-serving Club members will know, I had good reason for originally proposing
the Trust as one of our charities, my late wife Pam having been a patent at the PRUH’s
Chartwell Cancer Unit. Although, sadly, her illness proved to be terminal, the level of
compassionate care and kindness shown by every member of the Oncology Team
throughout her treatment was truly remarkable.
Since that time, many much needed improvements have been made to the facilities and
equipment at the Unit, largely due to generous donations, of which the Kentones have so
far contributed in excess of £3000: I find that very gratifying, so thanks from me, too, lads.
David Tindall

On Sunday 8th December, The Chartwell Cancer Trust held a Christmas Concert in The Glades, Bromley
shopping centre which was a fantastic success. Bromley’s shoppers were entertained by the magical voices
of The Kentones and the Valley Primary School Choir. With the help of our amazing team of volunteers
and the generosity of shoppers, £823.24 was raised in the space of two hours, which is one of our biggest
ever totals! Thank you so much to you all, as we really couldn’t do it without you.
Michelle Simpson

Valley Primary School Choir.

Duke Town Chorus In The Kirk

Valley Primary School Choir.

The Kentones with Chartwell Bear Mascot.
Mad Hatter?
The Kentonian
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Glades Christmas Singout for LATCH

Heartfelt thanks to the Kentones Chorus and families, volunteers
and trustees for making today’s festive fundraiser at The Glades
such a great success!
In the face of adversity, and being told there was no booking in
place at 11.45am (owing to the change of ownership from Intu to
The Glades earlier this year) Carlo kept his cool and left it to
Glades event duty manager to “sort it”. Thankfully, she did and
the Kentones came in from the cold and got down to business!
The set list was perfect and shoppers were treated to a medley of
favourites and festive carols, during which a brilliant £448.50 was
raised (with a further 20 Trinidadian cents and 2 Malaysian
Ringgits).
£150.00 Kentonian Christmas Messages
£119.93 Whyte Lyon 19/Dec
£448.50 The Glades 22/Dec
-————
£718.43 Raised to date.
Lolly Bell
Project Manager

Above - the Kentones with Mayor of Bromley Councillor
Nicholas Bennett JP.
Top Right - A motley crew. Jack, Brian, Les and Tim.
Bottom Right- Newbie Martin Parsons and family.
Martin, Annie, Nick, Laura and Poppy.
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St John’s Charity Concert
A big thank you to the Kentones for once again taking part in the annual charity concert at St John’s. It was
great to see everyone and to hear the chorus again. The concert was a great success and an enjoyable occasion
for the audience and participants
This year, the concert was supporting two
charities; Bromley Community Counselling
Service and Leukemia UK. The total raised this
year was £1270, shared between the two
charities.
The concert was opened by the Kentones, with
a well chosen balanced mixture of familiar
chorus numbers and Christmas songs, all ably
directed by Colin.
We were impressed by the singing quality, the
warm sound, good tuning, clear harmonies and
vibrant melodies, and real musicality, which
the Kentones should be proud of. The chorus
may have been slightly smaller than in previous years. However the sound was one of the best that we have
heard from them. We are sure that they have a great future ahead under the new Directorship of Rita.
The Kentones were followed by the choir of St David’s Prep School. The programme was lively, and the
children displayed an excellent sense of musicality and fun as they performed pieces from Africa, through to a
rock medley by Queen. They went down very well with the audience, and some said they were the best the
school has performed in years.
In the second half, the Sing Out
Loud Community Choir sang a
varied set, encompassing popular
music as well as Christmas
favourites. Most moving was the
performance of Hallelujah, by
Leonard Cohen, followed by the
Lion King hit, Can you Feel the Love
Tonight?, joined by St. David’s
Prep Choir. There was also an
opportunity for audience
participation, joining in with some of
the Christmas songs.
This concert has become an annual
tradition at St John’s and has been
generously supported every year,
either by quartets or by the full
Chorus, and we are very grateful.

St David’s Prep School

Tim and Becky Sowter
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The New Newbies
Welcome to our latest members pictured receiving their BABS members’ certificates, presented by our
Membership Secretary Terry Cooke (Far Left) and Kevin Phillips Deputy Chairman (Behind).
Below from left to right :- Terry Cooke (Membership Secretary), John Mangold, Kevin Phillips (Deputy
Chairman), Martin Parsons, John Edwards, Rita Monori (Music Director), Paul Sheehan and Alf Taylor.

Random Photos

Left –John Weeks and
granddaughter Ella enjoying a sing
along.

Right –John Sollitt hard at work
promoting the Kentones.

One Size Fits All. ( Note Ella’s dress).
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Supporters’ Club
Pot Luck
By the time you read this, our Christmas celebrations will be old news, long forgotten.
However, it’s worth remembering the successful Pot Luck Lunch the Supporters’
Club held on 7th December at Pratts
Bottom Village Hall. Despite the
chorus having a diary full of singouts
and rehearsals at the busiest time of
the year, the occasion was very well
attended.
It’s always a mystery as to what
people will bring to a pot luck lunch,
and a bit risky - the image of everyone
arriving with a plateful of sausage rolls
springs to mind! But, as ever, the food
everyone brought was excellent. We
had a well balanced menu full of
delicious main courses and desserts.
A big thank you to you all.

Photo – Alan Chick

There are some new members who have recently joined the Kentones who may not
be aware of the Supporters’
Club. We would like to welcome
any partners who would like to
join our merry band. We hold a
few events during the year to
raise funds to help with little
extras for the Chorus. We
recently passed over a cheque
for £1,750 which was well
received. Please get in touch
with me or our Chair, Pat
Delaroute, for further information.
Jean Garelick
Secretary, Kentones Supporters’
Club
In house Ukulele Entertainment

The Kentonian
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The Not So Newbies
Congratulations to the members who have managed to last one year of singing
barbershop. Only another 29+ years to go.

Above - Martin Gayton, Kevin
Gray, Thomas Graves and Martin
Saunders. Certificates presented
by Denis.
Right - David Palmer
Photos - Colin Barnes
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Acafellas
West Wickham and Hayes Luncheon Club
Pam Taylor and I belong to the West Wickham and Hayes Luncheon Club, which raises a lot of money for
Cancer Research UK.
We were in need of some entertainment for our annual Christmas Lunch, held at The Warren, to put us in a
Festive Mood.
We thought, who better than our friends Acafellas?
After we had eaten our lunch, in they came, looking resplendent in their blue jackets and provided us with a
wonderful selection of songs. It was really great entertainment and after some Christmas carols they ended
with Is This The Way To Amarillo? They walked off to a standing ovation.
Thank you to Colin and the Acafellas. Pam and I were so proud of you all.
Barbara Mesure
For those who don’t know Barbara, her late husband Ron founded The Kentones in 1975, and she went on to
found and direct Velvet Harmony in 1976. Ed.

Chislehurst Rotary OAPs’ Party
This singout has become an annual event and, as the years roll on, it seems most of us should be joining the
audience. I like to think that they keep voting for us to provide their entertainment, but I may be wrong.
Suffice to say that we are always made very welcome, and adequately fed and watered. There are a couple of
things worth a mention. Firstly, we had been advised that it was time to start our performance and had duly
marched through the hall in our usual 'Dad's Army' fashion with the note of our first song ringing in our ears,
when everything stopped! It appeared that whilst we were taking up our positions, one of the helpers had
entered the Hall transporting an audience member in a wheelchair. You may think there is nothing remarkable
about this, and you would be right: however, it seemed to take fully ten minutes for the occupant to be placed
in a suitable/comfortable position. Whoever was in charge of the unfortunate person kept trying to get him/her
out of the wheelchair to sit in a normal chair at a table, but was unsuccessful. I don't know what the difficulty
was, but it ended up by leaving the occupant where he or she was, which was in everybody's way. Halfway
through our singing I noticed that the kitchen staff had started to prepare the sandwiches/cakes and were
pouring cups of tea, suggesting that we were running late, but that was hardly our fault. How did we perform?
From my position on the back row of the chorus it is not really possible to hear the overall sound, but from the
audience reaction it would suggest that we were up there in our top 10%. Colin kept us more or less in time in
his usual inimitable way, and our compere/announcer David was his normal erudite self.
.
I am reliably informed that Acafellas are now in their 10th year and it never ceases to amaze me how Colin
keeps us going through thick and thin. He displays the patience of Job and, dare I say, has worked miracles.
Thank you Colin.
The other thing I wanted to mention is that John Weeks' granddaughter Sarah and great-grandson Alfie of 15
months came to watch us. She told me that she lives in the suburbs of Sydney and whilst not being
immediately threatened by the forest fires, finds that coping with the constant smoke is extremely unpleasant.
John tells me that when he heard of their situation he invited them over here to give them all some respite. I
didn't have the heart to ask her whether she had enjoyed our show, but it was a pleasure to meet her and
realise what life is all about.
Frank Taylor
The Kentonian
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Mail from Alan Lynch
Below are two E-mails received by David Tindall and myself explaining
Al’s decision to resign from the Kentones.
Ed.

Chris
I’ve come to a very hard and difficult decision
regarding my membership of the Kentones.
I’ve had some great years as part of this group of
fantastic people since I came to the Club and
started as a lead. I seem to remember standing in
front of you and you telling me off for bobbing
around too much. I soon got to know what you
meant. Then moving on I went on to singing tenor,
so I was behind or alongside you. I’ve always
enjoyed your and everyone’s company, especially
at Convention.
So I’d just like to let all Club members know this
has not been an easy decision for me.
But, as of today, with great regret, I’ve terminated
my membership.
Could you convey my news to all members in the
next Kentonian please
and wish them all good luck in the future.
Ramsgate Al

Hi David
I hope you had a good Christmas and you are well.
Honey I shrunk the Lynch’s
I’ve come to a very hard and difficult decision over
Al. and Gill
my membership of the Club, and as you are one of
the first people I met when joining, I regard you as
2018 Harrogate Convention
a friend. The journey up to the Club is more than I
anticipated and to stand for three hours on the
risers I realised that I’m not as fit as I was.
So as of yesterday I terminated my membership.
Obviously I will pop in from time to time but thank you for being part of some good memories I
hold dear to me while I was there.
I wish you good health and good luck in the future.
Al
Vol. 20 Iss. 5
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Ian Quinn R. I. P. 1947– 2020
I can hear them now, somewhere in the after- life, Ian Quinn and Charley Gates laughing or chuckling, either
about something slightly rude, or smutty, or at one of Charley’s terrible jokes.
There are of course a number of chorus members who did not know either of these two characters, but those
who did, appreciated the valuable contribution they made to the Chorus over many years.
Ian, his brother Geoff and I joined the Kentones at about the same time some thirty three years ago, when
rehearsals were held in the Narvik Hall, Bromley Common. The brothers were placed in the lead section and
I ended up singing the baritone part.
Ian became a very keen barbershopper, and trips to the American Convention cemented his appetite. His two
daughters, Jane and Helen, were encouraged to sing barbershop; Helen currently sings with Viva Acapella
whilst Jane is a professional singer/actor.
Born in 1947, Ian was raised in a basement flat in West
Kensington together with his brother Geoff. At the age of 8
the family moved to a new top floor flat in Streatham, and it
was many years later when it was established that Chris
Garrard, our former Singout Secretary, had also resided in the
same block of flats.
Ian moved on to senior school near Streatham Common
where, according to him, corporal punishment was delivered
on a massive scale. He and his brother were very pleased to
leave.
On leaving school Ian started work as a messenger in Fleet
Street before moving on to The Economist where he was
given the opportunity to work in their printing department.
After attending the London College of Printing and at the age
of 19, he was promoted to manager. By chance, he was
introduced to a business associate who was also a printer, and
it was not long before they decided to set up their own
printing company in the Kings Cross area.
Ian liked to dance and could be found on a Saturday night
strutting his stuff at the Locarno Ball Room in Streatham High
Road, wearing his blue velvet suit.
It was at one of those evenings he met his future wife Sandra.
They married in 1975 and set up home in Petts Wood.
In 1987 Ian was advised by his doctor to take up a hobby, and by chance his brother Geoff had spotted an
advert in the News Shopper inviting men to come to a Kentones open evening. They both attended and were
hooked by the barbershop sound.
After a partnership of some 39 years, Ian and his business partner sold the company and retired.
In addition to singing in the Chorus, Ian enjoyed being a member of Southern Brand Quartet which was
formed in 1987. The other members were Don Bodker, Paul Palmer (brother of John Palmer) and me. In 2000
Paul left the quartet and chorus and was replaced by Alan Lamprell.
The quartet enjoyed many singouts over a 10 year period as well as competing in the BABS Annual Quartet
Competition at Convention.
Quartet rehearsals were usually held at either the Scout Hut in Goddington Lane or at a member’s house.
These rehearsals were always interesting at Ian’s home in Petts Wood, because he felt the cold so much. On
arriving, the rehearsal room always felt like an oven, so much so that we would encourage Ian to go to the
kitchen for some water, and then open up all the windows. Even in the height of summer Ian would be
heavily dressed.
Sue and I enjoyed three holidays with Ian and Sandy in France, where we shared cottages in Dinan, Vannes
and La Rochelle. On arriving at a lovely cottage in Vannes, we were warmly greeted by the owner of the
property who lived in a magnificent house next door. After showing us round our cottage, she told us that she
The Kentonian
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would go and bake us a tart. She later returned with a beautiful Pear Tart. Ian thanked the woman for her very
kind gesture and then asked where the central heating controls were: after all, it was July. Our French host
was clearly shocked by this request, explaining that she slept with her bedroom windows open all year round.
Approximately two years ago Ian was admitted to the Baycroft Nursing Home, Orpington, suffering from
dementia. He died on 4th February 2020 with Sandy, Jane and Helen by his bedside.
Ian was a great asset to the Kentones and will be fondly remembered for his singing, his organisational skills
and his ability to laugh at anything and everything.
Colin Couves

Chairman’s Chat
We had a busy time over the Christmas period, with the Kentones and Acafellas performing nine
times, and I thank everyone for their efforts. It was great to be able to support our Charity of the year
LATCH. We collected £150 from the Ye Olde Whyte Lyon singout and a further £450 from the
Glades, so with the Christmas card donations we raised a total of £718 for this very good cause.
The Glades singout for LATCH started with a moment of high drama when it at first appeared that
we had not got a performance slot booked. This was apparently due to a
change of staff over the year since our last performance, and was quickly
resolved. We look forward to doing more with them later in the year.
Footfall is everything when collecting. The drop in footfall at the Glades has
been very noticeable and is probably the reason for the fall in collection value
over several years, despite the best efforts of collectors. Our quartet, Sound
Alliance, sang for 1½ hours at a Bromley South station rush hour event which,
despite the mad rush to get home, because of high footfall, made £501.73 for
the Maypole Charity. Maybe we need to rethink venues.
In early December we once again had the Christmas Pot Luck Lunch at Pratts
Bottom Village Hall; this was organised and paid for by the Supporters’ Club.
It again proved to be a very enjoyable event, with lots of lovely shared food and the chance to sing a
few songs. Our thanks go to the Supporters’ Club.
Convention looms large at Harrogate, and Rita is pushing us hard to do the homework necessary to
be proficient with the two competition songs. We have the weekend rehearsal at Eltham College
Junior School, Mottingham Lane SE9 4RW on 25th and 26th April which I would urge everyone, not
just those going to Convention, to attend if at all possible, but this is not a substitute for the
homework!
I have just completed three very enjoyable days at the Harmony Brigade extreme quarteting event
in Nottingham. For this I had to learn 12 songs, and was rigorously tested on three chosen at
random such that I could then sing with scratch quartets. There were 60 people from UK, Europe
and the USA taking part, so there were plenty of quartets, with a final competition of 19 scratch
quartets on randomly chosen songs at the end. A lot of hard work, but great quarteting. I would urge
everyone to think of doing some quarteting. It can at first feel uncomfortable as you are exposed,
with nowhere to hide, but it is done in a friendly atmosphere of helping you progress and hone your
skills, and you will always be acclaimed for trying!
Denis
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The Kentones
Honorary Life President – Frank Taylor
Club Night - Thursday 7.30 pm at St. Paul’s Church Hall, Crofton Road, Orpington, Kent, BR6 8JE
Main Committee:
Chairman

- Denis Delaroute

Music Committee:
Music Director

- Rita Monori

Deputy Chairman

- Kevin Phillips

Asst. Music Director

- Colin Couves

Secretary
Treasurer
Membership Sec.
Public Relations Officer
Performance Secs.

-

Acafellas Music Director
Music Team Secretary
Music Team Support
Part Leaders
Lead
Asst. Lead
Bass
Tenor
Baritone

-

Almoner

Colin Barnes
Alan Lucking
Terry Cooke
John Sollitt
Carlo Azzopardi
David Southgate
Colin Couves

Colin Couves
Colin Barnes
Simon Bird
Jack Willoughby
Simon Bird
Alan Lucking
Vacant
Adrian Emes

The Kentonian Magazine:- published QUARTERLY
Editor:

Chris Sydee
chsydee@ntlworld.com
David Tindall
tindall_david@ymail.com

Consultant / Sub Editor:

All Club material intended for publication: Proof reading - David Tindall

Kentones Diary Dates
Date
5

March 2020

25-26 April 2020

Time

Function

Venue

11.45 am

Ian Quinn’s Funeral

Beckenham Crematorium, Elmers End Rd. BR3 4TD

TBA

Weekend Rehearsal

Eltham Collage Junior Sch., Mottingham Lane, SE94RW

BABS 46th Annual Convention

Harrogate Convention Centre,

Bexley Music Festival

St. John Fisher RC Church, Thanet Rd. DA5 1AP

22-25 May 2020
3

July

2020

TBA

HG1 5LA

Acafellas
Chorus Director – Colin Couves
Meetings:– alternate Tuesdays, 10.00am to 12.00 noon at Chelsfield Methodist Church, BR6 6HD

Acafellas Diary Dates
Date

Time

Function

Venue

18 April 2020

14.30

Entertainment

Bencurtis Park, Corkscrew Hill, West Wickham. BR4 9QD

12 May 2020

14.00

Annual Concert

Thomas Philipot Almshouses Passey Pl, Eltham, SE95DJ

INTERESTED IN MEMBERSHIP OF THE KENTONES OR SUPPORTERS?
NEED ENTERTAINMENT FOR AN EVENT OR FUNCTION?
VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT www.thekentones.co.uk
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